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Rationale
Why we value TY
Transition Year is an integral and compulsory part of the Glenstal educational
experience.

Transition Year in a boarding school offers unique opportunities for

participation in a wide range of interesting, formative and entertaining activities. The
school believes strongly in the merits and benefits of this experience. It is not a year
where every last detail of what will be studied or experienced will be prescribed in
advance. It is a year where boys, staff and parents work together to allow varied and
new experiences of learning to take place, and where valuable skills for life are
discovered. Some boys join the school in Transition Year and go on to complete the
Leaving Certificate with us.
Freed from the constraints of exam curriculum, Transition Year allows the school
work more fully according to its Benedictine ethos. Though the Rule of St Benedict
was written for monks, many of its key values, such as discretion, gentleness and selfcontrol permeate the design of our Transition Year programme, providing opportunities
for a holistic approach to education. Flexibility is incorporated in our programme so
that our students may grow and develop the full richness of their unique potential.
Already, it looks like a busy year ahead with the calendar full of exciting opportunities
and events!
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Overall Goals
Our programme is based on the Department of Education and Science aims for the
Transition Year Programme:
(1) Education for maturity with the emphasis on personal development including social
awareness and increased social competence.
(2) The promotion of general, technical and academic skills with an emphasis on
interdisciplinary and self-directed learning.
(3) Education through experience of adult and working life as a basis for personal
development and maturity.
We aim to have this philosophy permeating throughout the entire school but each
activity in TY is planned with reference to these 3 goals.

“A very well-organised, high quality, compulsory TY programme provides a positive
and appropriate transition for students into senior cycle. This programme provides a
core curriculum, a subject-sampling layer of subjects, a number of high-profile TY
appropriate activities, and a good quality work-experience programme.”
Whole-School Evaluation Management, Leadership and Learning DES REPORT,
March 2014
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TY Academic Structure
The Layered Approach

1) Core Subjects Layer
All students will continue to study the core subjects of English, Irish, Maths, French/
German/Spanish, PE.
While teachers may use different teaching approaches throughout the year, the main
focus will be on preparing the student for the Leaving Certificate. We will have formal
testing and reporting of these subjects throughout the year. Transition Year results will
be used in conjunction with Junior Cycle grades to decide levels going into 5th year.

2) Subject Sampling Layer
Students are given the opportunity to sample all of the subjects on offer in the school
for Leaving Certificate. These include Music, Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Economics,
Business, Accounting, History, Geography and Art. Students can then make informed
choices about their choice of subjects for 5th year. The Guidance Counsellor and
teachers are on hand to offer advice and guidance throughout this process.
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3) Some of our Transition Year Specific Modules for
2018/19
We provide Transition Year specific modules within the day and the evening schedules.
Mini-Company: The aim of this activity is for groups to come together, think of a
creative enterprise by providing a product or service, market this good, and sell it to the
target audience, hoping to make a profit. Last year, one group of students designed,
sourced and sold Glenstal Abbey rugby hoodies and the proceeds of their business was
donated to the Darkness into Light, Pieta House charity. Successful groups will be put
forward for the Student Enterprise Programme.
Press Pass is designed specifically to enable students and teachers alike to learn all about
newspapers and the writing, analysis, preparation and photography that’s involved in
putting one together. Students become familiar with the five language types which form
the basis of study for Leaving Certificate English paper one in a very practical way; the
languages of Information, Argument, Narration, Persuasion as well as the Aesthetic Use
of Language.
Gaisce: The President’s Award is a self-development programme that encourages
students to find their passion, get active and make a difference in their community.
Gaisce is a direct challenge from the President of Ireland to young people aged 15-25 to
dream big and realise their potential. By taking part in Gaisce, students will take on
exciting personal, physical and community challenges and develop new skills.

Young Social Innovators: We want to give everybody an opportunity to use their
creativity to respond to social issues and contribute to building a fairer, more caring and
equal society. This programme asks students to examine the world through a new lens
and to reimagine the type of society they would like to live in, one that is more caring,
equal and fair. It is about taking ideas and putting them into action and working
together as a team.
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GAA Future Leaders: The “Future Leaders Transition Year Programme” is a joint
initiative from the GAA and the Professional Development Service for Teachers
(PDST). It is a cross-curricular programme comprising of a series of modules designed
to encourage maturity, initiative, responsibility and leadership skills in pupils.

!

Connemara Maths: Workshops include Music Technology, Sound
Production, Song Recording, Movie Making, Song Writing, STEM
Challenges, Coding, Robotics, Raft Building, Water Rockets,
Virtual Reality, 360 Degree Digital Film, Drone Design & related
Maths interactive discovery led workshops.

Interview and Presentation Skills: A one day workshop teaching students about the
key skills involved in interviews and presentations. Some individual self appraisal and
targeted learning opportunities were included so students had individual learning
points to take away from the session. Students enjoyed this session last year with every
student having at least one action point at the end of the day, whether it was to project
their voice or gain confidence. We also hope to incorporate more presentation practice
into our evening activities by scheduling each student to present a ‘GlenTalk’ (similar to
TedTalks!) during the first two terms.
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4) Once-off Activities
Due to the nature of our school being a boarding school, we arrange our once-off
activities and trips for Tuesdays and some evenings. Here are some of our planned
activities for 2018/19.
Legal Studies Programme: A one-day programme where Transition Year students learn
about the Irish legal system including the functions of the various court personnel, how
the law is made, the functions of different courts, aspects of civil and criminal law and
the structure of how a trial is run. Topical cases are also discussed.
RSA Road Safety Workshop: The programme provides important educational material
and learning on road safety for pedestrians, cyclists, motorcyclists and motorists. It
covers such issues as seat belts and airbags, driver fatigue, drink/drug driving, roadsafety engineering and enforcement, basic first aid at road crashes, emergency services
and rehabilitation, licensing and insurance issues, the NCT, purchasing a car and
driving abroad.
The Shout-Out Student workshop is an interactive, dynamic
and informative hour long session where the facilitators explore
LGBTQ+ terminology, scenarios where students can act as
good allies, and ways in which to create a welcoming environment
for LGBTQ+ students.
History Workshops with Br Colmán: Br. Colmán Ó Clabaigh, OSB is a monk of
Glenstal Abbey and has been the Burns Visiting Scholar at Boston College, MA. He is
an author and historian with a keen interest in Medieval Ireland. He is a contributor
to the recently published Cambridge History of Ireland. ‘Vikings and Rebels, the story
of Dublin’ and ‘Tribesmen, Merchants and Mariners, Medieval Galway in context’
were two highlights of last years TY 2017/2018.
Inspireland Poetry Workshops with Stephen Murray:
Inspireland Poetry Slam Workshops help young people build
confidence in their literary skills, as well as public speaking and
more advanced rhetorical techniques.
Activity Based Outings such as surfing, mountain biking and
Mondello driving experience are included as incentives for
students to connect with each other on a more relaxed basis and
to be rewarded for their efforts in school and for good
behaviour. (Rewards don’t always have to be pizza!)
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TY Times
Last term, a group of our students came together with members of the TY team to
discuss ways to inform students, parents and the wider school community of the
activities taking place in TY. The concept of a regular newsletter emerged. The
students took ownership of the newsletter by writing reviews, editing and publishing
their work to the school community. It was a great success and students gained a lot of
confidence in their communication, writing and editing skills. In September, we will be
inviting next years students to apply to be part of this important team. (We have
enclosed a copy of the TY Times in this pack.)

Guest Speakers
Although we have always welcomed guest speakers over the years, we made it a
scheduled activity last term with old boys, parents and friends of the school and the
monastery coming to speak to the students about their school days, their careers, their
lives and the secrets to their successes.
Last year some highlights were:
• Pat Shortt (actor and comedian)
• Abbot Mark Patrick Hederman (Glenstal Abbey)
• PJ Henry (Owner of Stockactive Training Ltd)
• Dr Cyprian Love (Glenstal Abbey)

We have already scheduled some guest speakers for the coming academic year but we
hope to build on this initiative by welcoming current parents who would be willing to
participate. Please let us know if you would be interested in coming to speak to the
students in the coming academic year.
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Subject Choice for 5th Year
The boys will get the opportunity to ‘taste’ all of the senior cycle subjects on offer
during their TY. Even if your son has an idea of which subjects he would like to do in
5th year, I would strongly advise that he keeps an open mind and engages fully with the
process of subject sampling. In that way, he will be making an informed decision based
on his experiences. The process culminates with a ‘subject choice seminar’ whereby
each senior cycle teacher gives a presentation on their subject (indicating homework
expectations/exam structure/career opportunities etc) 5th year students also meet the
TY students to answer any questions they may have regarding subjects. Student input is
at the core of this process.
The majority of students take 7 subjects. The 6 best are counted for CAO purposes. If
a student wants to do an 8th subject the school can offer Art, Latin or RE in the
evenings. Any other subject would have to be arranged privately.

Contact:

!

Fiona Hanly

fhanly@glenstal.com
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Charity Work
A key component of our programme is social awareness and increased social
competence. We are involved with many local, national and international charities and
students will engage in activities to work with, and raise funds for, their chosen
charities.
• A group of our students played in a wheelchair basketball competition in Galway last

year and raised money for the Wheelchair Association of Ireland
• Mini-Company proceeds from ‘Rugby Hoodies’ went to Pieta House.
• Fun Run for St Gabriel’s school.
• Sleep out in Limerick city for Simon Community. (cancelled last year due to snow!)
• Barnardo’s Childrens charity is going to be added to the list for the coming year.
• Students worked with primary school students in Murroe National School.

!

!

!

• A group of students engaged in Music Workshops with students St. Gabriel’s School.

!
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International Travel & Foreign
Exchange Programme
We recognise the educational benefits of foreign travel and encourage all of our
students to engage in the programmes on offer.

European Exchanges
Students who study a Modern European Language will engage in an exchange
programme by travelling to France/Germany/Spain in the final term during April and
May. In return, their exchange partner will come to experience life here in Ireland for a
number of weeks during the year. It is imperative that families make contact with their
exchange families before students travel to build relationships and ensure both students
benefit fully from the experience.

Contact details
French Exchange:

David Cantwell
dcantwell@glenstal.com

German Exchange:

Daniela Leahy
dleahy@glenstal.com

Spanish Exchange:

Jane O’Regan
oreganjane@eircom.net
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Delbarton, USA & Australia School Visits
Students have the opportunity to experience the long standing relationships with
Benedictine schools abroad. Each year, students visit Delbarton school in New Jersey,
USA and in Australia the Central Coast Grammar School in Terrigal, north of Sydney
and St Augustine’s College in central Sydney.

Contact details

!

Fr Denis Hooper

denis@glenstal.com

!

Please note that places on all trips and exchanges are dependent on a good record of behaviour,
attendance and engagement in classwork. We will try to accommodate students first preferences
however in the event that a trip is over subscribed students may not get their first preference.

